
Top Ten Report – February 2024

Preliminary 2023 USMS SCM rankings are now available online.   

SPMS T10 All Time LCM will be published on the SPMS website shortly by our 
webmaster.  Please report errors/omissions promptly.

Submitted SCY results from the MVN February meet; there were no records to 
report.

The following meets have been double-sanctioned by USMS and USA Swimming
for 2024 so far:  MVN Swim Meet of Champions and NOVA Grand Challenge.

Please remember that if you have a swimmer with dual registration that you can 
only set USMS records at a USA Swimming meet unless you get a dual sanction 
or an observed status from USMS on the same meet.   You cannot set an AQUA
(formerly FINA) World record at a USA Swimming meet which is only sanctioned 
by USA Swimming.   If the pool has not been included (measured or re-
measured) in the USMS database, the times from a USA Swimming meet will go 
in the database but cannot be considered for rankings or T10.

Hosts, please remember that if you do not have a CTS printer hooked up, you
will not get records submitted for a USMS/World Record.   They do not accept
printouts from inside Hy-tek as any decent admin or computer tech can change
these times.   Hook up your CTS printer!

Please everyone remember to submit split requests if there is the slightest 
possibility of setting a record or for Top 10.   They must be done before the meet
ends and cannot be submitted later.  

As a reminder, all sanctioned USA Swimming meets are USMS Recognized and 
although FINA records cannot be set at these meets, times are good for Top 10 
and USMS records.   If you have a dual registered athlete setting T10 or USMS 
records at a USA Swimming meet, they must request the meet/times be added.

Paper meet information must be bundled and sent via trackable mail to the
Top 10 recorder within 10 days.   
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